
Most Global Economies Remain in 
Disequilibrium, Requiring Policy Action
Despite a year’s worth of monetary tightening, most major economies 
remain in disequilibrium. This is not unusual, as restoring equilibrium often 
takes a series of moves over time. The implications for policy and markets 
remain material.
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We have received questions about our work on equilibriums, what 
we mean by that, the relevance to policy and to markets, and how 
those conditions differ across economies. In brief, we believe 

that there are three major equilibriums and two major policy levers that 
interact to drive markets and economies:

 • Spending in line with output, which is in line with capacity

 • Incomes in line with debts

 • Normal risk premiums across assets 

If these conditions don’t exist, intolerable circumstances will ensue that will drive changes toward these 
equilibriums being reached. For example, if an economy’s usage of capacity (e.g., labor and capital) remains 
low for an extended period of time, that will lead to social and political problems as well as business losses, 
which will produce further changes until these equilibriums are reached.

The two levers are monetary policy and fiscal policy. Monetary policy is managed by central banks to drive 
money and credit changes that finance the purchases of goods, services, and financial assets. Fiscal policy is 
managed by the legislative and executive branches of governments to use taxes, government spending, and 
laws and regulations to influence economic behavior. Structural reforms are changes in laws and regulations, 
so they occur via fiscal policies. All the economic and market swings that we see reflect the never-ending 
struggles of the marketplace and of policy makers (using these levers) to bring these equilibriums about. 

The things that you look at to assess these conditions are fairly common sense. Is the unemployment rate 
neither too high nor too low, growth roughly equal to potential, and the level of nominal spending about right 
to have an inflation rate that is neither too high nor too low? Is the current inflation rate about right, and 
are interest rates roughly discounting that level of inflation plus a normal real yield? Is the level of spending 
growth in line with incomes, or is there a leveraging up or big credit contraction going on? If you look at the 
current and discounted future yield on cash, are bonds offering a normal risk premium relative to that, and are 
equities offering a normal risk premium relative to bonds? If so, the flow of capital is likely to be more orderly 
and more supportive to sustainable economic conditions.
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If things are about right, monetary and fiscal policy can be more moderate and gradual. The further out of line 
they are, the more aggressive the policy response must be to bring conditions back toward equilibrium. The 
following table summarizes a number of these measures and where things stand by economy.

USA EUR JPN GBR CAN AUS CHN

Economic Equilibrium Measures In/Out of Equilibrium?
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Near Near In In Near Near Ou
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In Near In In In Ou n

Ou Near Ou Ou ear

Market Pricing Equilibrium Measures
Normal Ou Near Ou Ou ear
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Bonds In Ou Ou ear Ou

Is Ou Ou Ou In

Normal Near Ou ear Near Near Ou

Is Ou Near Ou Ou

Once an economy is out of equilibrium, there are multiple paths to guide it back, which unfold over a number 
of months or years as a function of the decisions of policy makers. For example, the entire world experienced 
a disinflationary disequilibrium via the pandemic. Policy makers in each economy pulled their fiscal and 
monetary levers differently, which led some economies (the US, Europe, the UK) to experience an inflationary 
overshoot, while others (China) are experiencing a disinflationary undershoot. Now, those differences in 
conditions call for different pulls of the next lever. The sequence of actions and their impacts over time will 
determine each economy’s path to equilibrium.

The path to equilibrium has impacts on markets. For example, disequilibriums that call for stimulation and 
associated expansions of liquidity, interest rate cuts, and fiscal support tend to be good for assets, and vice 
versa. And when economies are near equilibrium, asset returns tend to be roughly equivalent to the return 
of cash plus a normal risk premium. The following table shows the average returns of various assets across 
economies in these three broad categories of conditions.
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Wld Avg USA EUR JPN GBR CAN AUS

Stocks & Bonds (at Equal Risk)
Disequilibriums

Disequilibriums
Period*

Short Rates
Disequilibriums

Disequilibriums
Period

IL Bonds
Disequilibriums

Disequilibriums
Period

Nominal Bonds
Disequilibriums

Disequilibriums
Period

Equities
Disequilibriums

Disequilibriums
Period

*B&H stands for “buy and hold”
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Where Things Now Stand
Nearly all major economies of the world are currently in a state of disequilibrium. This is producing large and 
differential pressures on policy makers to pull the levers necessary to bring conditions to the appropriate levels 
that will restore equilibrium and achieve their stated goals. As we look ahead, these pressures will be a key 
driver of asset returns as these differences play out, presenting large alpha opportunities where market pricing 
is at odds with what is needed to restore equilibrium.

Broadly speaking, the countries of the West all responded to the deflationary disequilibrium conditions of 
the pandemic with vast amounts of monetary and fiscal stimulus, which quickly swung their economies and 
markets into another disequilibrium of high inflation and clear overheating that persists today. And while 
Western policy makers have been responding to this by tightening, they have been doing so at differing degrees 
of aggressiveness and effectiveness that put them in different places today. 

In contrast, Eastern countries like China and Japan responded to the pandemic with more control and less 
stimulative policies, which allowed their economies to avoid the extreme swing experienced in the West. But 
even here, there are differences, with China’s lockdowns through much of 2022 creating more depressed, 
deflationary disequilibrium conditions that would typically pressure policy makers to ease, but which Chinese 
policy makers are being cautious about in order to avoid financial excesses that could create instability. 

Below, we show our current aggregate read of how close current conditions are to equilibrium across the 
largest economies in the world. 

EUR CAN USA GBR AUS JPN CHN

Disequilibrium Index Across Major Economies

Bearish
Disequilibrium

At
Disequilibrium

Bullish
Disequilibrium

In the rest of this research, we scan across the major economies and dive more deeply into conditions driving 
the degrees of disequilibrium and the policy maker responses to address them. We start with Europe, as it is 
furthest from equilibrium and requires the most intervention from policy makers to bring down persistently 
high inflation pressures, and then quickly hit on the other economies (which we have written more extensively 
about previously).
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Europe Is the Furthest from Equilibrium, with an 
Overheating Economy and Stretched Market Pricing 
Putting Pressure on Policy Makers to Tighten Further
We see Europe as the major economy furthest from equilibrium, with inflation looking increasingly entrenched, 
even as markets are discounting a rapid normalization of conditions. Coming out of the pandemic, European 
nominal spending rose dramatically as a function of large fiscal stimulus, reopening-related increases in 
demand, and commodity price shocks. Now, the surge in spending is flowing through to higher nominal 
incomes and wages primarily through the labor market, as Europe’s levels of unemployment and wage growth 
are the tightest we’ve seen in 40 years. The tight labor market has been leading to strong wage growth, which 
creates a self-reinforcing inflationary dynamic by flowing through to higher nominal incomes that then allows 
for more spending, which then incentivizes businesses to continue hiring, keeping the unemployment rate low 
and wage growth elevated. Policy makers will need to tighten enough to break this self-reinforcing dynamic to 
bring the economy back to equilibrium. 
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Adding fuel to the fire, the Russia-Ukraine war and resulting energy shortage forced European governments 
to expand their fiscal spending—to roughly the same levels of spending as during the initial phase of COVID 
lockdowns—in order to prevent the most acute price pressures from flowing through to households. Ultimately, 
this served as an effective easing, since the war’s impact on commodity prices and growth were largely evaded, 
as Europe experienced a relatively mild winter and global supply chains continued to ease. As such, the fiscal 
stimulus that would’ve helped households pay for higher fuel costs flowed through instead to greater levels 
of real spending, reinforcing the self-sustaining effect nominal spending has on the labor market, wages, and 
core inflation. This put more pressure on monetary policy makers to be tighter in order to offset this boost in 
spending as they attempt to bring the economy back toward equilibrium. 
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Lastly, since the start of 2023, China’s reopening has acted as an additional accelerant to Europe’s nominal 
spending and core inflation outlook. As China’s domestic demand comes back online, Europe’s non-
commodity net export positioning means goods demand for European exports is experiencing a tailwind that 
counterbalances the tightening flowing through to other European goods importers like the United States. As 
such, labor markets are experiencing cross-cutting pressures to remain tight, which incentivizes companies 
to bid up wages to increase output capacity—increasing incomes, allowing high nominal spending to continue, 
and keeping core inflation entrenched. 
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Because core inflation has shown fewer signs of rolling over in Europe relative to countries like the US 
and Canada, short rates are discounted to continue rising over the next six months, which is warranted by 
conditions. However, after six months, short rates and inflation are priced to quickly fall, in essence pricing 
that the cumulative tightening is enough to sustainably bring conditions to equilibrium. But labor dynamics 
and wage growth usually take time to normalize, and if the ECB eases in line with what’s priced into markets, 
it could risk not making enough progress and ending in a place of too high and sticky inflation that will require 
further rounds of tightening and economic weakness to get back to appropriate levels. 
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If the goal is roughly expressed as 2% inflation with 2% real growth, inflation is currently too high and is 
unlikely to fall on its own because of the self-reinforcing dynamics on nominal spending that tight labor 
markets and wage growth are creating. To see wage-supported inflation decline, we’ll likely also need to see 
unemployment rise to cool labor competition, and to see unemployment rise, we’ll likely need to see corporate 
earnings decline—based on historical experience, likely by around 25%. This takes time to flow through, and 
we currently see no signs of core inflation declining. Adding it all up, the ECB is facing pressure to tighten 
more in level terms, or at a minimum stay tight relative to what’s currently priced six months out, to generate 
a sufficient decline in earnings that raises unemployment enough to cool sustained wage growth and nominal 
spending.
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From a market pricing standpoint, bonds are particularly vulnerable. Even once you look past the short-end 
pricing of rates, which usually responds the most to cyclical conditions, the forward yield curve is also inverted. 
This suggests either no spread and squeezed risk premiums in bonds, or that the ECB is likely to keep lowering 
rates well into the future—both of which are risky given current conditions. Equities, on the other hand, are 
currently offering an adequate carry relative to a bond yield that is otherwise too low. 
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In North America, Tightening Is Showing Signs of Biting, 
but Inflation Remains Stubbornly High
We see both the US and Canada in a bearish disequilibrium for assets. Both countries have tightened 
aggressively over the past 18 months or so, and the level of tightening appears to be flowing through, as credit-
sensitive spending has collapsed and inflation has meaningfully decelerated. However, strong income growth 
has sustained nominal spending at high levels, with inflation still above target on a level basis and real growth 
chugging along around potential. 
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Relative to Europe, we think these economies are somewhat closer to bringing conditions back into equilibrium, 
given the more advanced stage of the tightening and the clearer signs of deceleration in the extremely 
disequilibrated inflation trends. However, ultimately solving high core inflation likely requires a sufficient hit 
to earnings to incentivize a rise in unemployment, which in turn loosens the labor market enough to slow wage 
growth to a band compatible with a 2% inflation target. And we don’t see that mix of conditions materializing 
yet: labor markets remain extremely tight on a level basis, continuing to pressure wages and incomes upward—
and while aggregate earnings have begun to roll over somewhat, this hasn’t yet translated to a contraction in 
hiring. So while there are clear pressures in these economies pointing to cyclical turns, the tight labor market 
and pressure on wages makes it hard for central banks to normalize policy and ease as quickly as is discounted.
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Relative to Bearish Disequilibria in the West, Asia Looks 
Highly Differentiated
We see Japan virtually at equilibrium, with inflation at target, roughly normal levels of economic activity, 
and close to normal pricing of assets in relation to cash. The BoJ is running very easy monetary policy 
relative to these conditions (and relative to how much tightening has occurred in the rest of the world) but is 
appropriately cautious about shifting its stance, given global risks and no major internal pressures outside of 
restoring normalcy to the JGB market.
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Lastly, China is likely to experience a bullish disequilibrium, as growth remains around potential, inflation 
remains low, and bond yields provide a normal risk premium to cash, with favorable conditions to ease in 
real terms. Scanning across the pressures facing policy makers, we continue to believe the current mix of 
pressures calls for easier policy, which, when combined with stable conditions and relatively favorable asset 
pricing, are a clear pressure for Chinese markets to outperform at a time when central banks around the world 
are experiencing pressures to stay tighter than what’s currently discounted. That being said, Chinese policy 
makers are being cautious, as they need to also balance concerns about easing too much and creating financial 
excesses and levering that could lead to instability down the line. 
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